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ON THE EXTENSION OF THE ZAK TRANSFORM 

Ahmed I. Zayed and Piotr Mikusiriski 

ABSTRACT. The Zak transform, which is a unitary transformation of L2(3ft) onto 
L2(Q) where Q is the unit square, has been extended to larger spaces of functions 
and generalized functions by many people, including A. J. E. M. Janssen. 

In this paper, we present a new extension of the Zak transform. The novelty 
of our approach is that it extends the Zak transform by using its algebraic and 
convolution structure instead of using its analytic properties, which are not easy 
to deal with. Our extension produces a topological isomorphism between the 
domain and the range of the transform. Moreover, it enables us to use the Zak 
transform in situations where other extensions do not apply. 

1.  Introduction 

In 1967, J. Zak introduced a transform, now known as the Zak transform, to construct 
a quantum mechanical representation for the description of the motion of a Bloch 
electron in the presence of a magnetic or electric field [11]. He called it the k- 
q transform and also used it to study the motion of an electron in a periodic 
potential and a constant magnetic field. Interest in this transform has been revived 
in recent years because of its relationship to different types of coherent states, 
one of which is the affine coherent states, commonly known nowadays as wavelets 
[2,4]. Another type of coherent states that is more intimately related to the Zak 
transform is the Weyl-Heisenberg states, which is a family of functions of the form 
{gmb,na(%) = e27rirnbg(x — na)}m?n(Ez, where g € L2($l), Z is the set of integers, and 
a, b are real numbers. Since ra, n G Z, there is no loss of generality in restricting a 
and b to positive numbers. 

A question of great importance in both physics and mathematics is this: under 
what conditions on g, a, and b does the family {gmb,na}m,nez, form a frame or an 
orthonormal basis of Z/2(3?)? 

After several years of intensive research, the answer is now well understood. 

1) If ab > 1, there is no g G L2(3?) for which {gmb,na}m,nez, is a frame. 

2) If ab < 1 and g is chosen appropriately, then the family {gmb,na}m,nez can 
be a frame and even more, it can be a tight frame with good time-frequency 
localization, yet it cannot be an orthonormal basis. 

3) In the critical case when ab = 1, {gmb,na}m,n6Z can be a frame for 
some suitable function g; however, the frame will have bad time-frequency 
localization in the sense that either xg(x) £ L2(3?) or ujg(u) £ L2(3i), where 
g is the Fourier transform of g. 
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In contrast with the other two cases, in the critical case and only in this case can the 
family {gmb,na}m,n€Z be an orthonormal basis. The Zak transform has played a vital 
role in proving the results in this critical case; see [4] and [2], p. 110. In addition to that, 
the Zak transform has been used directly and indirectly in solving different physics 
and engineering problems, in particular, in solid state physics and signal analysis. We 
refer the reader to [5] and [6] for references on some of the applications of the Zak 
transform and its development. 

The Zak transform maps a function of one variable into a function of two variables. 
In fact, it is a unitary transformation from Z,2(5R) into I/2(Q), where Q = [0,1] x [0,1] 
is the unit square in the time-frequency plane. Since its introduction in 1967, the 
Zak transform has been studied by several people, including A. Janssen [5,6], who 
developed some of its properties and extended it to function and generalized function 
spaces that are more general than L2(!ft). 

Borrowing some of V.  Bargmann's ideas regarding the Bargmann transform, 
1 /2 

Janssen [5] was able to extend the Zak transform to the space 0S'1/2)*, the dual space 

of the space S^. The latter is a special case of the space S^ introduced by Gel'fand 
and Shilov in [3]. Janssen's approach utilized the analytic properties of both the Zak 
transform and the space S^. 

In this paper, we extend the Zak transform to a space of generalized functions that 
is an algebraic extension of L2(5R). The novelty of our approach is that it uses the 
algebraic rather than the analytic properties of the Zak transform, and hence it offers 
a more elegant approach to the extension problem. Moreover, it also sheds some light 
on less known properties of the Zak transform that turn out to be an important tool in 
our extension. The new extension of the Zak transform is applied to some generalized 
functions that are not included in other known extensions. 

2. The Zak transform 

In this section, we introduce the Zak transform and some of its properties that will 
be needed in the sequel. 

The Zak transform of a function / is formally defined by 

k£Z 

■2Trikauj 

where t, u) G 3ft and a is a fixed parameter greater than zero. 
It is well defined if, for example, / is continuous and has compact support or 

if f(x) = 0(1/(1 + |x|)1+£) as |x| -» oo for some e > 0. For a fixed *, the Zak 
transform can be viewed formally as the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence 
{f(t + ka)}kez- It is readily seen that 

(Z/)(t,u;+i) = (Z/)(i,w), 

(Z/)(t + a)W) = e2^(Z/)(i,W); 

thus, the Zak transform maps a function of one variable into a function of two variables 
that is completely determined by its values on the rectangle [0, a] x [0,1/a] in the time- 
frequency plane, i.e., t — u plane. 
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To simplify the notation, we shall take a = 1; however, it should be emphasized 
that all the results we are going to derive in this article can be obtained for any a > 0, 
by introducing an appropriate scaling factor. Thus, we have 

(Zf)(t,u;) = J2f(t + k)e-2*ik",    *,«;€», (2.1) 
kez 

(Zf)(t,«> + l) = (Zf)(t,u>), (2.2) 

(Zf)(t + l,u;) = e2™(Zf)(t,u;). (2.3) 

We define the translation and modulation operators Ta and Eb, respectively, by 

Taf(x) = f(x - a),    Ebf(x) = e-2*ibxf(x). 

When / = 1, we write Ebl(x) = e~27n6a: = Eb(x). The Fourier transform of a function 
f(x) is formally defined by 

/oo 

f(x)e2^xdx, 
-oo 

so that the inverse transform is given by 
/oo 

f(oj)e-2™«duj = (f(w)r 
-oo 

with (•)v being defined by 
/oo 

g(u;)e-2*ix"duj. 
-oo 

Using the standard inner product on L2(5ft), 
/oo   

f(x)g(x)dx, 
-oo 

we have 
f(u>) = (f,E„)    and    f(x) = (f,Ex), 

where / denotes the complex conjugate of /. 
For m and n integers, it is easy to verify that 

Z(EmTnf)(t,uj) = e-2*imte-2™"(Zf)(t,u), (2.4) 

t,uj G 5R.  As a special case, if we set f(x) = X[o,i)(x)i the characteristic function of 
the interval [0,1), and 

<t>mtn(x) = EmTnf(x) = e-^irnxX[0A)(x - n), 

we obtain from (2.4) that 

^(0m,nj(t,a;j - e e 2^X[-k,i-k)e 
kez 

If we restrict (t, to) to the unit square Q, all the terms in the above summation are 
zeros except the one that corresponds to k = 0; hence, 

z((j)m,n) = -Em.n (*,«>), (2.5) 
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where 
Em,n(t,w) = e-2*imte-2*in» = Em{t)En{u:). 

Therefore, the Zak transform maps, in one-to-one fashion, an orthonormal basis of 
I/2(!ft), {</>m,n}m,n€Z onto an orthonormal basis of L2(Q), {i5m,n}m,n€z- 

By regarding / in (2.1) as a function of ft, we may rewrite (2.1) in the form 

(zmM = £(£wT_t)/(fc) = Y. -M^)' (2-6) 
kez kez 

If we set g(x) = ft,u;(%), ^ follows that 

g^) = e2«a,te-2iri7t^7 _ ^ = e^i^EtTj(7). (2.7) 

But in view of the Poisson summation formula, we have 

$>(*) = Eft*). 
kez kez 

which, when combined with (2.6) and (2.7), yields 

{Zf)(t,uj) = e2™t{Zf){-uj,t), (2.8) 

or equivalently 
{Zf){uJ,t) = e2™t{Zf){t,-uj). 

The Zak transform is surprisingly easy to invert. In fact, it is easily seen that 

/(t)= / {Zf){t,uj)duj,    teR (2.9) 

and 

/(a;)= / e-27riuJt(Zf)(t,uj)dt,    u £ R. 
Jo 

Consider the square Qa,b = [a, a + 1] x [6, 6 + 1]. Then one can easily verify that 

jj{Zf){t,iJ)lj9){t^)dtdw = J    f(t)g(t)dt. 
Qa,b ^ 

In particular, when a = 0 = b we have 

(Zf,Zg)LHQ) = (f,g)L2m. (2.10) 

This implies that the Zak transformation is an isometry from L2(5ft) onto L2(Q) and, 
because of (2.5), it easily follows that it is a unitary transformation from L2(3?) onto 

L2(Q)- 
Now let us introduce the following definitions. 

Definition 2.1. Let V denote the set of all complex-valued functions on 5R2 satisfying 
the following three conditions: 

i) / e L2(Q), 

ii) f(t,u + l) = f(t,w), 

iii) f(t+l,u)=e2*i"f(t,uj). 
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Definition 2.2. The convolution, / 0 g, of f,g G V is defined as 

(fOg)(t,uj)=       f(s,Lu)g(t-s,u)ds 
Jo 

Clearly, Zf G V if / G ^2(5R), and it is easy to see that the convolution 0 is well 
defined. In the notation of [6], the convolution operation symbol 0 is denoted by **, 
i.e., 

(/©0) = (/**£), 
where the subscript t indicates that the convolution on the right-hand side is taken 
with respect to the first (translation) parameter. This notation may be confusing since 
it is inconsistent with the standard convolutional notation 

/oo 

f(y)g{x - y)dy, 
■oo 

in which the integral is taken over the whole real line. 
Now we state our first lemma, which shows among other things that although the 

Zak transform of one function is not periodic in the two variables, the product of two 
Zak transforms indeed is. 

Lemma 2.1. Let f,ge L2(3t). Then (1) 

(Zf)(t,u>)(ZiJ)(t,u>)=   Yl  {f,ErnTng)e-2^t-^i^,    t,u G 3i,       (2.11) 
m,n£Z 

(2) iff*geL1(?fi), then 

Z(f*g) = (Zf)Q(Zg), (2.12) 

and (3) 

Z(fg) = (Zf) ©„ (Zg), (2.13) 

where 0^ means that 0 is taken over the second (frequency) variable w. 

Proof. (1) Let H — (Zf)(Zg). Clearly, H is periodic in u with period one. Moreover, 

#(* + l,u;)=   J2   fit + l + fygit + l + m^-2™^-171^ 
k,m£Z 

=   Yl   f(t^k)g(t^m)e-27ri(k-m)u' 
k,m£Z 

= (Zf)(t,Lj)(Zg)(t,w) 

= H(t,u). 

Thus, if is a periodic function with period one in each variable, and consequently it 
has a Fourier series expansion of the form 

H(t,u>)=   Yl   Cmyne-
2wimte-2ninw, (2.14) 

in which 

Cm n =  [[ Hit, w)e2'rimte27rinw^ du. >,„=  If H{t,uj)e 
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With the aid of (2.4) and (2.10), we have 

Cm,n = Jj\zf){t1u)(Z~g){t1u)e2-irnte^i^dtdu 
Q 

= JJ {Zf){t, u;)Z(£m Tn g)dt duj 
Q 

= (f,EmTng)L2^, 

which, together with (2.14), yields (2.11). 

(2) By integrating (2.11) with respect to t, we obtain 

/ (Zf)(t,u)(Zg)(t,u)dt = Yl(f,Tng)e-^inu,    OJE®. (2.15) 

For fixed x, set g(y) = fj(x — y) in (2.15). Then 

/OO noo 

f(s)g(s - n)ds =  /     f(s)r)(x + n - s)ds = /i(x + n), 
-oo J — OO 

where h = f^rj. Thus, the right-hand side of (2.15) is exactly Zh. On the other hand, 
since 

2iTiku. 

kez kez 
2Triku. 

kez 

k£Z 

= (Zri)(x-t,u), 

it follows that the left-hand side of (2.15) is just Zf 0 Zrj.   Hence, (2.15) can be 
rewritten in the form Zf 0 Zr] = Z(f * 77), which is (2.12). 

(3) Formula (2.13) can be derived also from (2.11); however, it is easier to prove it 
directly. In fact, 

(Zf) ©, (Zg) = f ( £ f(t + k)e-2'ikA ($>(* + m)e-*im(u-A dj 

k,meZ ^0 

k€Z 

= Z(fg). 
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We close this section with an example. Let 

kez 

be a periodic extension of the Dirac delta function with period one. It is easy to see 
that 6per has the Fourier series expansion 

6peT(t) = J2 e-2*iht- 
kez 

Therefore, if / is a periodic function with period one, then we formally have 

f(t) = £ cme2*imt, 
mez 

and 

kez \mez / 

2Trikuj 

E 27rimt \ A    —27:ikuj 

mez kez 
= f(t)6per(uj). 

3.  Spaces of functions and generalized functions 

In this section, we introduce spaces of generalized functions that will be needed in the 
extension of the Zak transform. These spaces, whose elements are called Boehmians, 
are more general than Schwartz distributions and regular operators [8] and [9]. They 
were first introduced by J. Mikusiriski and P. Mikusinski in [7] as an extension of the 
notion of regular operators that was developed earlier by T. Boehme in [1]. 

Unlike the theory of generalized functions developed by Schwartz [10], Gel'fand and 
Shilov [3], and Zemanian [12], the theory of Boehmians treats generalized functions 
more as algebraic objects than as elements of the dual space of some testing-function 
space. Simply put, Boehmians are equivalence classes of "quotients of sequences" 
constructed from an integral domain of continuous functions as rational numbers are 
constructed from the integers. For Boehmians, the integral domain operations are 
addition and a binary operation called convolution. This convolution operation is not 
necessarily the same as the standard convolution operation denoted earlier by *. This 
flexibility in choosing the convolution operation is what makes the extension of the 
Zak transform to Boehmians possible. 

To make this article self contained, we shall give a brief introduction to Boehmians 
since they are not very well known. 

Boehmians. Let Q be a complex linear space and let W be a subspace of G- Let 
(g) be a binary operation from Q x 7i into Q such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

If fai/) e H, then (/xSi/) eH and (/XSip = ip®<l). (3.1) 

If / <E G and (/>, V> e H, then (/ 0 </>) 0 ^ = / <g> (</> <g> ^). (3.2) 

Uf,geg,(t>en, and A EC, then U + g)®(j) = f®<t) + g®(j) 
andA(/®0) = (A/®0). (3.3) 
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Let A be a family of sequences of elements of 7i such that: 

if / € G, {0n} G A, and / <g> 0n = 0 for all n e AT, then / - 0 (3.4) 

(where AT is the set of natural numbers), and 

if {0n}, {V'n} G A, then {0n (g) VvJ e A. (3.5) 

A pair of sequences (/n, 0n) is called a quotient of sequences, and will be denoted by 
/n/^n, if /« € (7 for n = 1,2,... , {0n} G A, and /„ (g)0m = /m 00n for all m,ne N. 
Two quotients of sequences fn/^n and gn/ipn are equivalent if fn^^n — Qn^ ^n for 
every n G iV. The equivalence class of /n/0n will be denoted by [/n/0n]- The space 
of equivalence classes of quotients of sequences will be denoted by B{G, Ti, (g), A) and 
its elements will be called Boehmians. 

Addition and multiplication by scalars are defined in $(C/,7Y,(g>, A) as follows: 

A[/n/0n] = [A/n/0n]; 
[/n/0n] + [^n/^n] = [(/n ® ^n + Qn ® 0n)/0n ^ ^n]- 

Clearly, S(C/,7<,<8), A) is a vector space. The mapping / —» [(/ 0 (f)n)/M is an 
isomorphism of (? with a subspace of B(G, W,(g), A). It is convenient to treat G as a 
subspace of B(G,H,®, A). 

If F = [/n/0n] 6 B(G,H,®,A) and G = [ffnMJ G B(H,H,®,A), then we can 
define F 0 G as follows: 

F^G^I/nO^n)/^^^)]. 

It is easy to see that F(g)G G 5(^, W, 0, A) and that it is an extension of 0 from G x W 
onto S(^, H, 0, A) x 23(H, W, 0, A). Using the identification of Ti with a subspace of 
B(H, Ti, 0, A) we can write 

[/n/0n]®^ = [(/n®^)/0n], 

and, in particular, [fnl4>n] ® (frk = fk- 
If ^ is equipped with a notion of convergence, then we can define a convergence in 

B. We say that a sequence of Boehmians {Fn} is A-convergent to a Boehmian F, and 

we write Fn —> F, if there exits {<5n} G A such that (Fn -F)®6n e G for every n e N 
and the sequence {(Fn — F)®8n} converges to zero in G- It can be proved that, under 
certain conditions, B equipped with A-convergence is a complete quasi-normed space. 

It is often convenient to use a second type of convergence: 8-convergence. We say 
that a sequence of Boehmians {Fn} is 8-convergent to a Boehmian F, and we write 

Fn —> F, if there exists {<Sn} G A such that Fn 0 £&, F 0 8k G G, for every k,n e JV, 
and the sequence {Fn 0 6^} converges to F & 8k in 5, for every /c G JV. It can be 
proved that the sequence {Fn} is A-convergent to F if and only if every subsequence 
of {Fn} contains a subsequence that is <5-convergent to F [8]. 

4. Extension of the Zak transform 

In this section, we discuss briefly Janssen's extension of the Zak transform, then 
present an alternative approach to the extension problem. We finally conclude this 
section by comparing our results with his. 
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Let S be the space of all entire functions / for which there exist A, B, M > 0 such 
that 

\f(x + iy)\ < Me(-7rAa:2+ffBw2),    x,ye$l. (4.1) 

The topology of S is defined as follows: a sequence {fn}^Lo in S converges to zero in 
S if there exist A^B,M > 0 such that (4.1) holds for all fn and fn —> 0 pointwise as 
n —> oo. The dual space of S will be denoted by <S* and the action of F G 5* on / G 5 
will be denoted by (F, /). The Schwartz space of C00 rapidly decreasing functions will 
be denoted by S and its dual, the space of tempered distributions, will be denoted by 
5*. 

Following the notation of Gel'fand and Shilov [3, p. 179], we define the space 3% as 
the space of all infinitely differentiable functions f(x) satisfying 

\xkf(q)(x)\<CAkBqkkaqq0,     k,q = 0,1,2,..., (4.2) 

for some positive constants A, B, and C. It is known that every function f E 3% 
satisfies the estimate 

\f{q)(x)\ < CBqq^exp(-a\x\1/a) 

for some a>0. If 0 < /? < 1, then / can be continued analytically to the complex 
z-plane, z = x + iy, and, in addition, / satisfies the estimate 

\xkf(x + iy)\ < CAkkkaexp(b\y\1/^-^). 

Janssen's space S can be identified with the space 3^. To show how large the space 

5* is, we note that any measurable function F(x) for which /^ \F(x)\e~£X dx < oo 
for all e > 0 gives rise to an element in <S* by putting 

/oo   

F(x)f(x)dx,    feS, 
-oo 

which exists in view of (4.1). It is easily seen that this defines a continuous functional 
on S. 

To extend the Zak transform to larger spaces than -L2(5R), Janssen used the notion 
of a tensor product of generalized functions. He defined the tensor product 0 of 
F1,F2 G<S* as 

(F1®F2J1®f2) = (F1J1}(F2J2), 

for /i, f2 G S. In particular, if F2 = 1, we have 

/oo 

f2(x)dx. 
-OO 

The Zak transform of F G S* is defined as 

(ZF)(t,w) = J2 TlkEl{F ® 1) = £(r_fcJF ® £fcl), (4.3) 
k€Z kez 

where the superscripts 1,2 indicate that the operator is applied to the first and second 
element in the tensor product, respectively. The following are shown in [5]. 
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1) Definition (4.3) makes sense, since for /i,/2 G 5, the series 

$3Cr_fcF®Efcl,/i®/2> = ^(T-kFJ^ik) 
k£Z keZ 

converges absolutely. 

2) The Zak transformation is a continuous linear transformation from <S* into 
(S x S)" = (<S2)*, and also from 5* into (5)*. 

3) If F belongs to S or 5, then ZF agrees with the standard definition (2.1). 

4) For F in 5* or S* and / in S or S, respectively, we have an analogue of (2.11), 

£ (F,EmTnf)e-2*imte-2*in" = (ZF)(t>W)(z7)(«,a;), 
rn,n£Z 

where the series converges in the sense of (<S2)* or (S2)*. 

The Zak transforms of <S, S, 5*, and 5* can be characterized as follows: Z(S) is 
equal to the set of all entire functions / of two variables satisfying 

f(z + l,w) = e-2*iwf(z,w),    f(z,w + l) = f(z,w),    for all z,weC, 

and such that there exist constants A,B,M > 0 with 

\f(x + iy,u + iv)\ < Mexp(27rxv + TrAy2 + irBv2), 

while 
Z(S*) = {F € (52)* : T^F = E^F    and    T^F = F}. 

On the other hand, Z(S) is equal to the set of all functions of two variables f(z,w) 
that are C00 in both variables and satisfy 

f(z + l,w) = e-27riwf(z, w),     f(z, w + l) = f(z, w)    for all z, w, 

while 
Z(S*) = {F e (S2)* : T^F = E^F    and    T^F^F}. 

Let us denote Z(S) by P. Clearly, ^ C V] see Definition 2.1. 

Definition 4.1. A sequence {<5n}^Li 0f real-valued functions with ^ € S is called a 
de^a sequence if 

/•OO 

1) l 

-OO 

/OO 

8n(x)dx = 1 for all rz, 
-OO 

/CO 

\6n(x)\dx < M for some M > 0 and all n, 
-OO 

iii)   lim   /        \8n(x)\dx = 0 for all e > 0. 
n^007|xi>£ 

The collection of all such delta sequences will be denoted by As- The reader can 
easily verify that for g = L2(K), H = 5, <g> = * and A = As, conditions (3.1)-(3.5) 
are satisfied. The corresponding space of Boehmians will be denoted by BL2, i.e., 

Z3L2=£(L20ft),S,*,As). 

Elements of B^ are called square integrable Boehmians. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let Az - {{Z<M : {^n} € A5}.    T/ien tfz - B(V,V,Q, Az) 2*5 a 
c/ass 0/ Boehmians. 

Proof. The proof is straightforward; we only need to use (2.12) to verify that (3.1)- 
(3.5) hold. 

Theorem 4.2. //F = [fn/<l>n]eBL2, then [(Zfn)/(Z<j>n)] G Bz. 

Proof. Since /n G L2(3?), 0n G 5, it follows that (Zfn) G P and (Z0n) G P. Now it 
suffices to show that 

(Zfn) 0 (Z<f>m) = (Zfm) 0 {Z<t>n) 

for all m and n. But this is an immediate consequence of (2.12) since 

(Zfn) 0 (Z0m) - Z(/n * 0m) = Z(/m * <f>n) = (Zfm) 0 (^n). 

Now we are able to present our extension of the Zak transform. 

Definition 4.2. The Zak transform of F = [fn/<i>n] £ #L
2
 is defined as the Boehmian 

l(Zfn)/(Z(t)n)} G Bz and will be denoted by ZF. 

For this definition to make sense, we must show that the definition is independent 
of the representation of F. But this is easy, since if F = [fn/M = [dm/ipm], then 

(Zfn) 0 (Zrl>m) = Z(fn * il>m) = Z(grn * ^n) = Z(^m) © Z(0n). 

From (2.9) and definition 4.2, it is easy to prove 

Theorem 4.3 (Inversion formula). Let F G BL2 and ZF = [gm/jn]>  Then 

F = [(Z-15n)/(Z-17n)]. 

Note that the Zak transform is an algebraic isomorphism of B^ and Bz- We are 
going to show that it is also a topological isomorphism. 

Recall that a sequence of Boehmians Fn G BL2 is A-convergent to a Boehmian 

F G JBX,2, denoted by Fn —> F, if there exists a delta sequence {0n} £ As such that 
(Fn - F)*(/)ne L2(R) for all n G AT, and (Fn - F) * 0n -> 0 in L2(3fi), as n -> oo. 

A sequence of Boehmians Fn G i3^ is A-convergent to a Boehmian F £ Bz, denoted 

by Fn —> F, if there exists a delta sequence {0n} ^ A^ such that (Fn — F) 0 <£n G P 
for all n G AT and /^ |(Fn - F) 0 ^n|

2 —> 0, as n —> oo. 

Theorem 4.4. Fn -* F in BL2 if and only if ZFn -* ZF in Bz- 

Proof It suffices to prove the theorem for F = 0. So let Fn —» 0 in Z?L2 and let 
{^n} G As be such that fn = Fn*(l>n€ L2(^) for all n and fn -> 0 in L2(3fi). Then, 
since {Z0n} G A^, we have 

ZFn. 0 Z0n = Z(Fn * 0n) = Z(fn), 

which implies that (ZFn 0 Z0n) G P. Moreover, by (2.10) 

|| (ZFn 0 ^n)||L2(Q) = HZ/nH^Q) = ||/n||L2(») -> 0,       as 71 -> OO. 

Thus ZF^ —> 0 in S^. The proof in the other direction is similar. 

Corollary 4.5.  The Zak transform is a topological isomorphism ofB^ onto Bz- 
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Our extension of the Zak transform appears to be simpler and more natural than 
Janssen's; now we show that it is actually more general. We do that by constructing 
a Boehmian F € BL2 that is not an element of 5*. 

Choose (j) G S such that j^  (f)(x)dx = 1 and 

\xq<l>w(x)\ < CqA
kkk/Q for all q, k = 0,1,2,..., (4.4) 

where A and Cq are constants with Cq being dependent on q but not k. Here we adopt 
the notation that 0° = 1. Condition (4.4) is possible in view of (4.2) and the fact that 

& = Uo<a (Uo</3^cJ- 
Define 

</)n(x) = n<l)(nx),    n = l,2,..., 

and 
oo 

/n(*) = £^fc)(*)- kk/3 
k=0 

Note that {(t)n}'^=1 E As, and that for every q, 

sup |x^W(a;)| = sup |x9nfc+10(A:)(na;) 

sup \n k + l-q (nx)q<f>W(nx)\ 

< nk+1-qCqA
kkk/6. 

Hence, the series defining fn converges to an element in 5, in particular, fn E L2(3?). 
Moreover, it can be easily verified that 

Jn * 0m — Jm * 0n5 

which shows that F = [fn/^n] ^ BL2. Choose ip E S such that 

^(fe)(0) = CqB
kkk/2,    k = 0,1,..., (4.5) 

which is again possible in view of (4.2). Consider 

oo .. 

^) = EiS73*(fc)(^ 
/c=l 

It is readily seen that F * 0n = /n for n = 1,2,..., hence F = F e B^. But (4.5) 
implies that the series 

oo      1 

diverges, and thus F $. S*. 

k=ikk/a 
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